CleanFerry Takes on Clean Ups
and Prevention

Introduction to the group
CleanFerry operates under the GreenFerry Trust, aiming to reduce the amount of litter and waste in
South Queensferry, inspire others to take action and to raise awareness of the littering issue.
In 2009, the group won a Keep Scotland Beautiful Award for organising the biggest Clean Up in
Scotland with over 1,300 people taking part. Big Clean Ups continued for three years before the group
stepped back and the local schools took on their own organised Clean Ups.
However, in recent years, members of the community identified that litter was once again becoming an
issue in the village and the CleanFerry group was relaunched. After just a year of action, and using the
Litter Pick Plus Toolkit for guidance and inspiration, the group now has a core of 14 volunteers, led by
David Hutcheson of the GreenFerry Trust, taking regular action in the village.

Taking Action
Most of the CleanFerry volunteers meet every six weeks to complete a major litter blitz of a local known hot spot. Additionally, all of
the team work on their own or in small teams to adopt a litter trail, which they cover weekly or fortnightly. This provides the highvisibility presence which is seen by all members of their community and is the behavioural ‘nudge’ to remind people that littering is
not acceptable.
Alongside the work that each volunteer carries out, David Hutcheson and David McGuinness (co-leader) work with other community
groups and businesses to align resources, recognising that there is strength in numbers. Queensferry Parish Church
Eco-congregation and Community Group, and Friends of Ferry Glen have all joined with CleanFerry to reduce litter and show that
by working together they can change the social norm around littering.

CleanFerry Takes on Clean Ups
and Prevention
David commented:

Communication
Recognising that their efforts will be amplified by sharing
stories and that this is vital to motivate, inspire and educate
the wider community in South Queensferry, the group
continues to expand its communications reach.
Using local press has been key to sharing their message
locally and Cleanferry has already featured as front page
news on the Queensferry Gazette. A Facebook page has
been created with advice from Keep Scotland Beautiful,
so that the group is accessible to people looking for more
information about them.
The group has plans to invest in a banner and posters
utilising the advice highlighted in the Litter Pick Plus Toolkit
to advertise their Clean Ups to other community members.
They have also purchased high visibility jackets complete with
personalised logo to make them instantly recognisable and
further ‘nudge’ local people to more responsibly deal with their
litter.
Community events are also key to their success and, as the
first birthday of the group approaches, a big celebration is
planned in the village, with a photographer, birthday cake and
bin bag display, showcasing the group’s achievement of 1,000
bags of litter removed in a year.

Campaigning

The group is extremely ambitious to build on the work of
its volunteers, reaching out further to local businesses and
schools, to engage the whole community with litter awareness.
David Hutcheson approached Scotmid, Orocco Pier and
McDonalds, amongst others, encouraging them to maintain
the cleanliness of their sites and most have complied with this
request.
Three of the group members have made a commitment to
design and deliver “litter – it’s a messy business” workshops
to S1 pupils at the local high school and are following on with
litter awareness presentations to the three primary schools in
the area.

The engagement with the pupils during
the High School workshops has been very
positive. The children are open and honest
about their own littering habits and those
of their peers and provide us with a good
insight into the minds of young people.
The kids regularly quote peer pressure and
not being seen to be ‘cool’ for reasons not
to use litter bins.

When asked what he thinks is the key to litter prevention,
David answered:

There is no simple answer. The big
challenge is to change the culture in this
country where littering is acceptable. Lack
of litter bins and the like are really smoke
screens to the underlying issues.
Using an analogy many years ago, drink
driving was almost tolerated, but the
culture has changed and culprits now
receive the appropriate sentences. The
change in attitude was not only driven by
severe penalties, but by generating greater
awareness of the dangers and impacts of
drink driving.
Unfortunately, we have a significant
minority of people in all our communities
who for various reasons have few
environmental values and they will not
change their ways so we need to focus our
efforts on the new generation who are more
malleable to change.
The main plank of our anti-litter strategy
will be to educate all young people on the
wider impacts of littering in the community.
Hopefully through these young people we
can lead them to become better citizens
and help discourage bad behaviour
amongst the wider family group and
friends.
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